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 1. a sweet drink  15. a sour food 

 2. a sharp metal object 
used for sewing 

 16. an adult in charge of 
children at school 

 3. a wooden writing tool  17. a cold treat 

 4. a white substance used 
to stick papers together 

 18. jewelry worn around 
your neck. 

 5. many pages of printed 
words grouped together 

 19. a machine that shows 
pictures and sound 

 6. an animal kept as a pet  20. something with keys 

 7. a waxy writing tool 
used for coloring 

 21. a slippery animal 

 8. something worn on   
the foot 

 22. a green, living thing 
that grows 

 9. hot liquid eaten with a 
spoon out of a bowl 

 23. a hot drink 

 10. a thing used to keep 
rain off your head 

 24. an instrument you 
blow into to make music 

 11. a piece of furniture 
you can sit down on 

 25. a person who you like 
and spend time with 

 12. a soft, fluffy thing to 
put your head on when 
you sleep 

 26. a place that lets you 
check out books and use 
the computers 

 13. a liquid cleaner for 
your hair. 

 27. a place that sells 
things to customers 

 14. an animal with a shell  28. a writing tool with ink 

Guess a Noun 
Name:__________________________________ 

A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea. Albert was in an accident and 
has forgotten what many common items are called. Use the descriptions 
to guess which noun he is describing. There may be more than one  
correct answer for each description. 
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 Sample answers given. Student answers will vary. Accept reasonable nouns. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

punch 1. a sweet drink lemon 15. a sour food 

needle 2. a sharp metal object 
used for sewing 

teacher 16. an adult in charge of 
children at school 

pencil 3. a wooden writing tool ice cream 17. a cold treat 

glue 4. a white substance used 
to stick papers together 

necklace 18. jewelry worn around 
your neck. 

book 5. many pages of printed 
words grouped together 

television 19. a machine that shows 
pictures and sound 

dog 6. an animal kept as a pet computer 20. something with keys 

crayon 7. a waxy writing tool 
used for coloring 

frog 21. a slippery animal 

shoe 8. something worn on   
the foot 

plant 22. a green, living thing 
that grows 

soup 9. hot liquid eaten with a 
spoon out of a bowl 

cocoa 23. a hot drink 

umbrella 10. a thing used to keep 
rain off your head 

flute 24. an instrument you 
blow into to make music 

chair 11. a piece of furniture 
you can sit down on 

friend 25. a person who you like 
and spend time with 

pillow 12. a soft, fluffy thing to 
put your head on when 
you sleep 

library 26. a place that lets you 
check out books and use 
the computers 

shampoo 13. a liquid cleaner for 
your hair. 

store 27. a place that sells 
things to customers 

turtle 14. an animal with a shell pen 28. a writing tool with ink 

Guess a Noun 
Name:__________KEY_____________ 

A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea. Albert was in an accident and 
has forgotten what many common items are called. Use the descriptions 
to guess which noun he is describing. There may be more than one  
correct answer for each description. 


